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The following is a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by WFWA, Fort 

Wayne, Indiana along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for 

the period stated above. The listing is by no means exhaustive. The order in which the 

listings appear does not reflect any priority or significance. 

 

Agriculture 

 

 

 

American History 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:   The Trials of Muhammad Ali 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 7:30:00 AM 

This documentary covers Muhammad Ali’s toughest bout, his battle to 

overturn his five-year prison sentence for refusing U.S. military service. 

The film traces a formative period in Ali’s life, one unknown to young 

people and neglected by those who remember him as a boxer but overlook how 

controversial he was when he first took center stage. Cassius Clay became 

Muhammad Ali and found himself in the crosshairs of conflicts concerning 

civil rights, religion and wartime dissent. This film zeroes in on the 

years 1967 to 1970, when Ali lived in exile within the U.S., stripped of 

his heavyweight belt and banned from boxing, sacrificing fame and fortune 

on principle.  

 

 

 



 

Series Title:    Pioneers of Television 

Episode Title:   Acting Funny 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 8:00:00 PM 

This episode peeks behind the curtain to reveal the backstage techniques 

of America’s favorite comedic actors. The program features the manic 

improvisational style of Robin Williams, along with his comic predecessor 

Jonathan Winters. They’re a fascinating contrast to Tina Fey, who explains 

her measured, highly prepared approach. The episode also highlights the 

all-time #1 Emmy winner for comedy acting: Cloris Leachman. 

 

Series Title:    D-Day 360 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/2/2014 9:00:00 PM 

D-Day was a logistical effort on a scale never seen before or since. On 

the day itself, 3,000 planes dropped 23,000 airborne troops behind German 

lines, and 7,000 ships delivered around 20,000 military vehicles and 

130,000 soldiers onto the beaches. Once on the shore, the troops had to 

negotiate two million mines buried in the sand, 46,000 fearsome beach 

obstacles and hundreds of miles of barbed wire, while dodging the shells 

and bullets fired by 40,000 German defenders.  

 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   D-Day's Sunken Secrets 

Length:          120 minutes 

O.B. Date:       5/28/2014 9:00:00 PM 

On June 6, 1944, the Allies launched an armada to invade the Normandy 

beaches and liberate Europe from the Nazis. Hundreds of ships sank while 

running the gauntlet of mines and bunkers, creating one of the world’s 

largest underwater wreck sites. Now NOVA has exclusive access to a unique 

collaboration among military historians, archaeologists and specialist 

divers to carry out the most extensive survey of the seabed bordering the 

beachheads. Dive teams, submersibles and underwater robots will identify 

key examples of the Allied craft that fell victim to German shellfire, 



mines and torpedoes. The team will use the latest 3D mapping tools to plot 

the relics on the sea floor. Highlighting the ingenious technology that 

helped the Allies overcome the German defenses, “D-Day’s Sunken Secrets” 

unfolds a vivid blow-by-blow account of the tumultuous events of D-Day and 

reveals how the Allies’ intricate planning and advanced technology were 

vital to assure the success of the most ambitious and risky military 

operation ever launched. 

 

Arts/Culture 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:06:18 

Spanish-language author and Nobel laureate Gabriel Garcia Marquez drew 

worldwide admiration for the poetic style and magical realism of his many 

novels and stories. Marquez died Thursday in Mexico City at the age of 87. 

Hari Sreenivasan talks to writer William Kennedy, a long-time acquaintance 

of Marquez. 

 

Series Title: Fort Wayne Children’s Choir 

May 29
th
 @ 8:00pm   60 min 

The Ft Wayne Children’s Choir performs live in the PBS39 studios. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Business and Industry 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:12:02 

The CEO of General Motors acknowledged that the American automaker faces 

public outrage for its delay in acting on the deadly ignition switch 

problem. Mary Barra released the details of an internal report on the 

defect and announced that 15 employees had been fired. Judy Woodruff talks 

to Micheline Maynard of Forbes and Erik Gordon of the Ross School of 

Business at the University of Michigan. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:07:38 

The online revolution has disrupted the traditional bookselling business 

over time. From the publishing industry’s annual trade show, Jeffrey Brown 

reports on how authors and publishers are adapting to new platforms, small 

startups are pushing their titles and independent bookstores have learned 

to survive. 

 

 

Economy 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 



Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:02:59 

President Obama made Tokyo his first stop on tour of Japan, South Korea, 

Malaysia and the Philippines. The trip is the latest step in a stated 

policy shift toward Asia and away from a decade of war in Iraq and 

Afghanistan. Gwen Ifill reports. 

 

 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/7/2014 12:00 midnight 

Segment Length:  00:11:13 

Ruzwana Bashir, the co-founder and CEO of Peek.com, discusses her digital 

hub for booking cultural and travel activities. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour Weekend 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:09:57 

Did the federal government do enough to protect small businesses after the 

banks they relied on collapsed during the 2008 financial crisis? 

Correspondent Rick Karr investigates what the FDIC did with the assets it 

took over. 

 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/4/2014 12:00 Midnight 

Segment Length:  00:23:20 

A conversation with Lloyd Blankfein, CEO of Goldman Sachs, and Michael 

Bloomberg on the importance of small businesses to the economy. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Environment/Natural Disaster 

Series Title:    American Masters 

Episode Title:   A Fierce Green Fire 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/22/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Experience the battle for a living planet in the first big-picture 

exploration of the environmental movement, spanning 50 years of grassroots 

and global activism. Robert Redford, Ashley Judd, Van Jones, Isabel 

Allende and Meryl Streep narrate. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:02:36 

In Arkansas, a tornado touched down off and on for almost 80 miles, 

including in the town of Vilonia, leaving a trail of destruction. Another 

twister tore through Quapaw, Oklahoma, with no warning. At least 16 people 

were killed in three states, marking the first fatalities of the 2014 

tornado season. Judy Woodruff reports on the deadly round of storms. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 



Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:08:47 

At Kirtland Air Force Base on the outskirts of Albuquerque, New Mexico, a 

hole in a pipeline allowed fuel containing toxic chemicals to ooze into 

the soil, undetected for more than four decades. Special correspondent 

Kathleen McCleery reports on the efforts to clean up the leak, and the 

serious concerns that remain about drinking water contamination. 

 

 

 

General Health 

Series Title: HealthLine (Locally Produced) 

Air Date: May 13
th
 @ 7:30pm   30 min 

PBS39 invites viewers to call in with their questions for local experts. 

This week’s topic: Pain Management 

 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:   Hunting the Nightmare Bacteria 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 10:00:00 PM 

“Nightmare bacteria.” That’s how the CDC describes a frightening new 

threat spreading quickly in hospitals, communities and across the globe. 

FRONTLINE reporter David Hoffman investigates the alarming rise of 

untreatable infections: from a young girl thrust onto life support in an 

Arizona hospital, to a young American infected in India who comes home to 

Seattle, and an uncontrollable outbreak at the nation’s most prestigious 

hospital, where 18 patients were mysteriously infected and six died, 

despite frantic efforts to contain the killer bacteria. Fueled by decades 

of antibiotic overuse, the crisis has deepened as major drug companies, 

squeezed by Wall Street expectations, have abandoned the development of 

new antibiotics. Without swift action, the miracle age of antibiotics 

could be coming to an end 



 

Legislative Issues/Local Government/General Local 

Interest 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/21/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:09:54 

Former Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens talks to Judy Woodruff 

about his new book, “Six Amendments: How and Why We Should Change the 

Constitution.” In his book, the 94-year-old liberal justice calls for 

major changes to the Constitution on issues such as the death penalty, 

firearms, redistricting and campaign finance. 

 

Series Title: Primetine39 (Locally Produced) 

Topic: NE Indiana Innovation Center 

Air Date: May 23
rd
 @ 7:30pm   30 min 

Host Bruce Haines welcomes area Legislator to the PBS39 Studios and opens 

up the phone lines for viewers to call in their questions.  

 

Series Title: Indiana Week In Review 

Air Date: June 8
th
 2014 @ 12:30pm   30 min 

Hoosiers "in the know" are getting their answers from the show that does 

the talking: Indiana Week In Review. You may watch for the news, but 

you'll stay for the no-holds-barred debate and discussion. A look at 

issues facing Indiana from differing viewpoints makes for an entertaining, 

lively and informative half-hour. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 



Segment Length:  00:04:20 

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel defended the prisoner swap for Sgt. Bowe 

Bergdahl at a Congressional hearing, the first time an administration 

official has testified publicly on the deal, saying the U.S. “needed to 

act swiftly.” Meanwhile, the Washington Post reported that Bergdahl had 

been previously discharged from the Coast Guard for psychological reasons. 

Judy Woodruff reports. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mental Health 

Series Title: Matters of the Mind (Locally Produced) 

Air Date: April 28
th
 2014 @ 7:30pm   30 min 

Psychiatrist Jay Fawver answers viewer calls about mental health issues 

 

Local History 

Series Title: Brookside: The Bass Mansion Renovation 

June 29
th
 @ 3:00pm   60 min 

 

Science and Technology 

Series Title:    NOVA | Inside Animal Minds 

Episode Title:   Dogs & Super Senses 

Length:          60 minutes 



Airdate:         4/16/2014 9:00:00 PM 

What is it like to be a dog, a shark or a bird? This question is now 

getting serious attention from scientists who study animal senses. Humans 

rely on smell, sight, taste, touch and sound; other animals have super-

powered versions of these senses, and a few have extra senses we don’t 

have at all. From a dog that seems to use smell to tell time to a dolphin 

that can “see” with its ears, discover how animals use their senses in 

ways we humans can barely imagine. But it’s not just the senses that are 

remarkable — it’s the brains that process them. NOVA goes into the minds 

of animals to “see” the world in an entirely new way. 

 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/7/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:12:40 

Rodney Brooks, the co-founder of iRobot, talks about the growing impact of 

robots on our lives, including their promise as helpers for the elderly. 

 

 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:   Revenge of the Electric Car 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         5/4/2014 3:30:00 AM 

Director Chris Paine takes his film crew behind the closed doors of 

Nissan, GM and the Silicon Valley start-up Tesla Motors to chronicle the 

story of the global resurgence of electric cars. Without using a single 

drop of foreign oil, this new generation of car is America’s future: fast, 

furious and cleaner than ever. “Revenge” follows the race among major car-

makers to be the first, the best, and to win the hearts and minds of the 

public around the world. It’s not just the next generation of green cars 

that’s on the line. It’s the future of the automobile itself. 

 

Senior/Aging Issues 

Series Title: Life Ahead (Locally Produced) 



Air Date: June 18
th
 2014 @ 7:30pm   30 min 

Local experts answer viewer questions on a variety of senior related 

topics. 

This week’s Guest: Summit Hearing  

 

 

War/Veterans/National Security 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Format:          News 

Segment Length:  00:07:29 

When random violence strikes on home soil, what do we call it and how do 

we prosecute it? Lisa Monaco, assistant to the president for Homeland 

Security and Counterterrorism, talks to Gwen Ifill about domestic 

terrorism, including why we must try to understand what draws people to 

extremism and who should be responding. 

 

 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Format:          News 

Segment Length:  00:06:34 

The Obama administration has announced additional sanctions on Russian 

officials and key companies with close ties to President Putin to persuade 

Moscow to diffuse tensions in Ukraine. Deputy National Security Advisor 

Tony Blinken joins Gwen Ifill to discuss the strategy behind these new 

sanctions, their potential to hurt U.S. companies and the prospect of 

further sanctions still in reserve. 

 



Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:04:55 

In our news wrap Thursday, a security guard in Afghanistan shot three 

American doctors outside a hospital in Kabul. Afghanistan’s health 

minister called the killings “inhumane and brutal actions,” and lamented 

their potential harm to the country’s health services. Meanwhile, 

Ukrainian forces made a show of force against pro-Russian militants in the 

east, while Russia conducted military exercises. 

 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   Escape from Nazi Alcatraz 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Colditz Castle, a notorious prisoner of war camp in Nazi Germany, was 

supposed to be escape-proof. But in World War II, a group of British 

officers dreamt up an escape plan: in a secret attic workshop, they 

constructed a two-man glider out of bed sheets and floorboards. The plan 

was to fly to freedom from the roof of the castle, but the war ended 

before they could put it to the test. Now a team of aero engineers and 

carpenters rebuilds the glider in the same attic using the same materials, 

and they’ll use a bathtub full of concrete to catapult the glider off the 

roof. As the hair-raising launch 90 feet up draws near, the program 

explores the Colditz legend and exposes the secrets of other ingenious and 

audacious escapes. Then, after a 70-year wait, the team finally finds out 

if the legendary glider plan would have succeeded. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:08:11 

The exchange of five senior Taliban leaders -- transferred to Qatar -- for 

prisoner of war Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl has provoked some pushback. The Afghan 

government complained it was bypassed, while GOP lawmakers warned of the 



risk of releasing Taliban inmates. Jeffrey Brown gets views from James 

Kirchick of the Foreign Policy Initiative and former Defense and State 

Department official Vikram Singh. 

 

 

Women’s Issues 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/1/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:10:33 

The Pentagon has seen a 50 percent rise in cases of sexual assault being 

reported, following escalated measures to prevent and combat rampant 

attacks within the ranks and amid growing pressure from Congress and the 

White House. Gwen Ifill gets reaction from former Capt. Anu Bhagwati of 

the Service Women's Action Network and retired Lt. Col. Geoffrey Corn, a 

former Army lawyer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Youth/Education 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:08:16 



The Supreme Court upheld a ban on affirmative action in Michigan; at least 

seven other states have enacted similar laws. A New York Times study 

looking at five states found that African-American and Latino enrollment 

fell immediately at flagship schools. Gwen Ifill gets views from Dennis 

Parker of the American Civil Liberties Union and Roger Clegg of the Center 

for Equal Opportunity. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:09:23 

Charter school enrollment has soared from about 300,000 a little more than 

a decade ago to nearly 2 million students nationwide. But the expansion of 

charter schools, whose public funding is supplemented with private 

donations, has created serious competition for limited resources and 

space. Special correspondent John Tulenko of Learning Matters reports on 

the ongoing battle in New York. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:06:53 

In Chicago, an after-school art center has been transformed into a full-

time public school that serves students who come from some of the highest 

crime areas in the city. Partnering with community schools to identify 

kids on the wrong track, its founder has put faith in the idea that 

offering access to the arts would be an invitation to learn every day. 

Hari Sreenivasan reports. 

 

 

 


